“Advanced Phase” Schedule

- **Sep. 13 (Fri) Kickoff Camp @Hamamatsu**
  - Lecture: Activity overview of Advanced Phase and Customer Hearing Method
  - Make posters to explain to mentors

- **Sep. 14 (Sat) @Medical Research Bldg. 13F, Hongo**
  - Matching between teams and mentors by using posters
  - Start of team activity (Mentoring & Customer Hearing)

- **Nov. 11 (Mon) @Hongo**
  - Intermediate Pitch

- **Dec. 13 (Fri) @Hongo**
  - Final Pitch
  - Selection of Overseas Training participation teams

- **Feb. 20-28 Plan @San Diego & San Jose**
  - Presentation of business plan at overseas (2 sessions)